Betsey taught art at Perth
Technical Extension Service,
Fremantle Prison and Midland
Technical College. From 1969
she gave up teaching, travelled
extensively with Kitch and
focused on her art, exhibiting
with other Darlington artists.
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For the first half of the twentieth century, art
teaching and practice in Western Australia remained
traditional and conservative. The influential teacher,
James WR Linton, came to WA from London, bringing
the training and techniques learnt through study at
prominent establishments, such as the Slade School
and Westminster School of Art. Linton taught at the
Perth Technical College and founded the Linton
School of Art in 1901. He opened the Murray Street
Studio in 1923 and in 1925 established evening
life-drawing classes twice a week. These life classes
became an important artistic and social avenue for
artists and also Perth’s cultural community.5

Betsey Linton
Betsey Linton (1905-2004), then Betsey Currie, was a
student of JWR Linton at the Perth Technical College.
She helped run his popular life classes in the mid
twenties, along with Hal Missingham, Ivor Hunt and
Jamie Linton, and became Linton’s assistant in 1929.
When JWR Linton retired from teaching in the late
1930s, Betsey and other students rented a property
above Mortlocks in Hay Street and continued running
the life classes,6 which by then had become an
integral element in Perth’s cultural scene. During this
early period, Betsey produced watercolours inspired
by JWR Linton’s landscapes and atmospheric skies.
The Perth Hills have a long tradition as an artistic
retreat and creative hub away from the rigors of
city life. JWR Linton acquired his property ‘Hovea’
in Parkerville in 1921, where he and other invited
artists would go to paint and draw. In 1938, Betsey
joined Linton to live at ‘Hovea’, and in 1942, changed
her name by deed poll to Betsey Linton. The couple
lived there together until he died, aged 78, in 1947.
Following this period of her life Betsey’s brother, Kitch
Currie, joined her at ‘Hovea’ until around 1959 when
they moved to Greenmount. During the next decade

In 1987, Betsey’s work was
included in the Art Gallery of
Western Australia’s exhibition
Western Australian Art and
Artists 1900-1950. Later in life,
Betsey Linton was a prolific
artist discovering oil pastels
and focusing on her distinctive
landscapes which incorporated
floating, ghost-like figures. She
passionately continued her
creative artwork, sometimes
on the back of Cornflake boxes,
until her final years.7

Elizabeth Blair Barber
Elizabeth Blair Barber (1909-2001), then Betty
Bunning, met Betsey Linton as a young woman
attending JWR Linton’s life classes during the 1930s.
Born in Perth in 1909, Blair Barber also had a strong
connection with the Hills. Her father was the resident
doctor in Kalamunda until 1951, where she spent
much of her childhood amongst the bush developing
her lifelong love of wildflowers and orchids. Later in
life, her husband bought the pear orchard Mundaring
Farm, which lent its name to both the town and Shire
of Mundaring, where she painted every weekend.8
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Women of the Hills presents a selection of work, from the 1930s
to the 1980s, by six influential artists with a strong connection
to the Darlington region: Betsey Linton, Elizabeth Blair Barber,
Helen Grey-Smith, Margaret Woodward, Philippa O’Brien and
Madeleine Clear.
This exhibition highlights the work of women artists
who worked in the Perth Hills during the decades
prior to the founding of the Mundaring Arts Centre
in 1979 and the Shire of Mundaring Art Collection in
1986. It also aspires to acknowledge and examine
the contribution each of these women made to the
Western Australian arts community.
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The Blair Barber family moved to Melbourne in 1925,
and Elizabeth enrolled at the prestigious National
Gallery of Victoria Art School from 1927-30. She
studied under the disciplined traditional teaching
of Bernard Hall. Bored by the conservatism of Hall’s
teaching, she elected to undertake additional evening
classes at the George Bell School, along with artists
who were to become important figures in Australia’s
art history, including Russell Drysdale. George Bell
was an influential teacher who had returned from
London with “new thoughts and methods which were
to shock the establishment.” 9 In 1931, Elizabeth
married the West Australian Charles Bunning in
Toorak, Melbourne, before returning to Perth.
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Now an established wife of an important businessman
but wanting to be taken seriously as an artist,
in 1944 Betty Bunning changed her artist name
back to Elizabeth Blair Barber, her maiden name.
Three years later she travelled to London with her
husband, undertaking studies with Ian Machab at the
Heatherley School of Fine Art and in 1950, returned
to Australia to study again at the National Gallery of
Victoria Art School, this time under Alan Sumner.10
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The selected artists are represented in major public
and private art collections, including the Art Gallery of
Western Australia (AGWA), the University of Western
Australia, Curtin University, Murdoch University,
Edith Cowan University, Janet Holmes à Court, Kerry
Stokes, Australia Council and Artbank, as well as
numerous hospital and local council art collections.
Framing this retrospective exhibition as the 2014
Shire of Mundaring Art Acquisition Exhibition provides
an important opportunity to represent historical work
by significant women artists, currently missing from
the Shire of Mundaring’s Art Collection.
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7190 Great Eastern Highway
Mundaring Western Australia 6073
+61 8 9295 3991
info@mundaringartscentre.com.au
www.mundaringartscentre.com.au
Gallery hours: Tuesday to Friday 10am – 5pm;
		
Saturday and Sunday 11am – 3pm;
		
closed Mondays and Public Holidays

Thank you to all the Collection Managers for their
assistance in presenting this selection of work.
We would also like to express our gratitude to the
artists, their families and private collectors for their
enthusiasm and dedication to their arts practice, and
their contribution not only to this exhibition, but to
the Arts in Western Australia.

Mundaring Arts Centre presents

Women of the Hills:
Influential artists from the 1930s to 1980s
Shire of Mundaring Art Acquisition Exhibition
7 February to 16 March 2014

Janine Burke’s book, published in 1980, was the
first to provide recognition of Australian Women
Artists from the period 1840-1940.1 It included work
by one West Australian artist, Kathleen O’Connor,
who studied at Perth Technical School at the turn
of the century before spending the majority of her
life studying and working in Europe. During the
early 1990s, a subsequent publication by Victoria
Hammond2 covered the same period in women’s art
history. Her book redressed this under-representation
of Western Australians and included Florence Fuller,
Marie England, Elise Blumann, along with Kathleen
O’Connor. Caroline Ambrus’ book of the previous year
remained Sydney and Melbourne centric, however it
raised important issues of inequality between male
and female artists and the disadvantages that were
still faced by women.3
Despite the apparent “cultural and biological
limitations that femininity can impose”,4 as Ambrus
then expressed it, in recent decades women
artists have received recognition from the cultural
establishment in Perth. In 1987, Curtin University
presented Helen Grey Smith: a retrospective exhibition,
curated by Maggie Baxter. In 1990, Paul Thompson
curated a retrospective of Elizabeth Blair Barber’s
paintings from the 1940s onward and Ted Snell
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included work by Blair Barber in the Darlington
and the Hills exhibition, also at Curtin University.
Other acknowledgements included exhibitions at
Mundaring Arts Centre: There was a Presence in 1998,
which featured examples of work by women artists
alongside the work of their male contemporaries;
and the Betsey Linton solo exhibition in 1999, curated
by Barbara Chapman.
This exhibition situates the artwork of the selected
women artists within a broader West Australian art
historical context. Despite perceptions that WA was
a remote centre working in isolation from external
influences, the exhibition also indicates a level
of interstate and international cultural dialogue
and exchange. Most importantly, this exhibition
acknowledges the significant contribution each artist
has made to the vibrancy of the cultural community
in the Hills.

The theatre and ballet were two of
Blair Barber’s greatest life passions.
Drawings and paintings of dancers and
stage designs, reminiscent of the Sydney
modernist Thea Proctor, were prominent
in her work. She also produced many
landscapes, becoming known for her
imagery of the timber mill industry she
had witnessed on trips accompanying her
husband. Her beach scenes of Cottesloe
and Scarborough remain iconic works.
During her years at the Cremorne Gallery,
Blair Barber painted many portraits of
fellow artists and influential society
figures. Both the family farm at Mundaring
and the Still Life format became her major
foci later in life.
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Elizabeth Blair Barber is an example of a Perth artist
who was not only aware of the visual arts scene in
other Australian capital cities and abroad, but also
sought to actively participate in them. Janda Gooding
writes about the myth of Perth’s artistic isolation:
“There has been a tendency to explain the visual
arts in Western Australia as a product of cultural
and geographical isolation and a resistant physical
environment… A myth has developed that poor
communications and geographical circumstances,
were a restraining influence on the development of
art in the West. However, in the first few decades of the
century, local artists frequently exhibited interstate
and overseas. Women artists were included in major
national exhibitions of women’s painting and a few
individuals maintained an exhibition profile overseas.
These moves are an indication of a desire to remain
involved and informed of activities in other centres,
and a desire to seek approbation from peers outside
the confinement of Western Australian society.” 11
In 1953, Blair Barber exhibited alongside Perth
artists Guy Grey-Smith and Audrey Greenhalgh at
John Martin’s Art Gallery in Adelaide. In the same
year, she entered her mural ‘The Sawmilling Industry
of Western Australia’ into the Sulman Prize at the Art
Gallery of New South Wales. In 1959, she took part
in a joint exhibition of Western Australian artists at
the Commonwealth Institute in London. The Bourlet
gallery in London subsequently included two of
her paintings in an exhibition at the Paris Salon
in 1964.12 In addition to exhibiting interstate and
internationally, in 1965, she founded the Cremorne
Gallery, which officially opened in December 1966.
This gallery in Hay Street, Perth, provided many local
artists with their first chance to exhibit work.13 Blair
Barber became an influential figure within the Perth
arts scene and the gallery, home to the Perth Society
of Artists.

From 1953-54, the family returned to London where
Helen studied textile design and printing at the
Hammersmith School of Art under John Drummond
RCA. Drummond encouraged textile printing as a
viable business. It was when they moved back to
Darlington that Helen set up her own screen-printing
studio, producing lengths of hand screen-printed
textiles. Influenced by artistic developments in Europe
and England, the Grey-Smith’s consciously brought a
new modernist approach to the conservative Perth
arts scene. Between 1961 and 1966, Helen received
significant commissions for screen-printed curtains
for University House at the University of Western
Australia, Council House in Perth and the Reserve
Bank in Canberra, totalling over 2,000 yards of hand
printed fabric.20

From 1996, Elizabeth began exhibiting her
work at Gomboc Gallery in Middle Swan.14
She continued to paint and exhibit,
still working even when her eyesight deteriorated
dramatically from macular degeneration.15
As
Paul Thompson wrote in 1990, “It is almost assured
that Elizabeth Blair Barber will one day be fully
recognised and credited with being a serious and
historically important Western Australian artist.” 16
Elizabeth Blair Barber’s contribution to Western
Australia’s cultural landscape cannot be overstated.

Helen Grey-Smith

Helen was born in India, later moving to England
where she studied interior design at the London
School of Design from 1936-39. At the end of her
formal studies in 1939, she met and married Western
Australian pilot Guy Grey-Smith. The following
year Guy was shot down, wounded and placed in
a prisoner of war camp for the next four years.19
Helen encouraged him to draw and then to study at
the Chelsea Art School. Afterwards, Guy and Helen
decided to move to Western Australia.

Her move to Western Australia proved to be beneficial
twofold: the character of the landscape provided a
new inspiration and direction for her own painting,
and an inspiring new teacher offered herself to Perth’s
aspiring artists. Woodward’s ongoing correspondence
with her former teacher, John Passmore, provided an
enduring link with the intellectual development of the
arts within the eastern states.
In 1971, the year Woodward moved to Perth,
she received important recognition from the
establishment, winning the Art Gallery of New South
Wales’ Wynne Prize for Landscape Painting. Along with
the Archibald Prize for Portrait Painting, the Wynne
was a major mark of an artist’s success. It was the
Western Australian landscape which inspired a shift
in her approach. Her winning painting, Karri Country,
1971, was acquired by the West Australian Institute of
Technology (WAIT, now Curtin University) where she
had secured a full-time teaching position.

By the end of the early 1950s, the Hills were becoming
a vibrant cultural centre for artists in Western
Australia. According to Ted Snell, “Howard Taylor
settled in Bickley in 1949 and Guy Grey-Smith built
his house in Darlington the following year, beginning
a trend that established the hills area as a haven to
the artistic community of Perth.” 17 There was also
a continuing trend of artists, like Blair Barber, who
studied in London to return to Perth with innovative
modernist ideas.

In 1947, the young artistic couple Guy and Helen
Grey-Smith (1916-2009), with their two young
children, moved from London to Darlington. They
brought with them a distinctly modernist approach,
living a bohemian, self-sufficient lifestyle and
producing craftwork, including pottery and printed
fabric, as an income source.18

Technical College. She brought with her ideas from
the eastern states, adopted from her formal training
at the National Art School in Sydney under prominent
Australian artists John Passmore and John Olsen.
Woodward had also been exposed to European art
on her trip to London, Paris and the Netherlands with
her young daughter in 1967. According to Gavin Fry,
“Woodward felt the need for some radical change to her
situation if her painting was to maintain prominence
in her life. In April that year she made the decision to
leave her job and cut her ties with Sydney to try life in
Western Australia.” 21 Margaret settled in the Darling
Ranges, socialising with the Hills’ established artistic
community, including Robert Juniper, the Grey-Smith’s
and Wim Boissevain.
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Due partly to the physical and repetitive strain of
printing vast lengths of fabric, from 1966 Helen
began experimenting with collage and later painting.
Her work was influenced by travel to Asian countries
such as Sri Lanka, Bali, Cambodia and India. This gave
her work a rather unique artistic visual aesthetic. In
1975, Helen and Guy left Darlington and moved to
Pemberton, where she continued to produce paintings
and collages inspired, like many other Western
Australian artists, by the vastness and beauty of the
imposing Karri trees of the south-west.

Margaret Woodward
It wasn’t only international artistic influences that
infiltrated the Hills. In 1971, a Sydney artist named
Margaret Woodward (b. 1938) moved to the west
coast to initially take up a teaching position at Perth

It was as a result of winning this major Australian
art prize that she was financially enabled to travel
again to Europe, visiting the Netherlands, France
and Switzerland. In 1972, Woodward held her first
solo exhibition at the John Gild Gallery in Perth. She
continued teaching at WAIT for the next six years,
simultaneously continuing to exhibit in Sydney,
Perth and Brisbane. During her time living in WA, she
travelled to remote regions, including the Canning
Stock Route to Lake Disappointment and Warburton,
a rare thing to do in the seventies. After her return
to Sydney, Woodward twice won the Portia Geach
Memorial Award and continued to paint and draw
figurative work and portraiture, which remains one of
her major preoccupations.22
During the 1970s the artistic collaboration and
community in the Hills flourished. As Ted Snell
discusses, “…the artists did collaborate on projects
and according to Juniper, there was a rapport and an
openness that surprised visiting artists such as John
Olsen who believed the sharing environment was
unique.” 23

O’Brien was also one of 97
artists who contributed work
to a unique art auction hosted
by Fiona Jordon, daughter
of Elizabeth Blair Barber, at
Weir Valley Farm (formerly
named Mundaring Farm) on
Sunday, November 15, 1987.
Each artist created a unique
work on a prescribed 25 x
19cm pine board to raise
money for the flourishing
Mundaring Community Arts
and Crafts Centre. According
to the innovative event’s press
release, “This Centre is rapidly
becoming the hub of community
life in the Mundaring Shire.” 26

Lou Klepac, Curator of Prints and Drawings at AGWA
was another figure who strongly influenced a young
generation of Perth artists. Haynes brought his
friend, Klepac, to view student exhibitions. Klepac
was generous with his time and brought fresh ideas
and inspiration to Clear, encouraging her to view
original artworks in the State’s Art Collection and
opening her eyes to appreciate the value of what
artists do and their contribution to society. Students
were also strongly encouraged to view work by high
profile Australian artists who exhibited in Perth at
Rose Skinner’s, The Skinner Galleries. Clear saw
exhibitions by James Gleeson, Arthur Boyd and Brett
Whitely, demonstrating Perth’s consciousness of
leading east coast artists. Sidney Nolan, Albert Tucker
and Fred Williams also held exhibitions in Perth with
Rose Skinner during this period.30
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Philippa O’Brien
Philippa O’Brien, (b.1941) was a contemporary of
Margaret Woodward, who grew up in Wyndham
and Perth. She got to know Woodward as an active
participant in the dynamic community of artists
living and working around Darlington. After studying
English at the University of Western Australia, O’Brien
undertook a post-graduate diploma of fine art at the
Hornsey College of Art in London. O’Brien’s creative
output has been incredibly diverse, incorporating
painting, drawing, sculpture, ceramics, tapestries and
public artworks. Some work selected for inclusion in
this exhibition was the result of a camping trip up
north to the Pilbara with Helen and Guy Grey-Smith
and Charity Haynes’ families.
“We camped by the river and went exploring the
surrounding country, stopping to draw here and there.
Then we more or less followed the river out to the coast
at Onslow where we had beers in the still segregated
bar. We came back down the coast road, turning inland
at Minilya, where Guy swapped a drawing for some
petrol, then to Gascoyne Junction and on south.” 24
Due to her connections and close involvement with
the artistic community, O’Brien became a strong
advocate for a regional gallery for the Hills, playing
a key role in the establishment of the Mundaring Arts
Centre in 1979. She was both an artist and member of
the original organising committee from 1979 to 1980
and worked to support the establishment of an art
collection of excellence for the Shire of Mundaring. Her
watercolour work, Open Book, was one of the earliest
acquired, along with Robert Birch and Sieglinde
Battley. John Stringer, the curator of contemporary art
at AGWA, was one of the selectors. He was impressed
by the high quality of work included in the Acquisitive
Art Exhibition and was reported to have said “he
would be happy to have any of the acquired pieces in
his collection.” 25

Philippa O’Brien’s involvement with the WA arts
community stretched well beyond the Darling Ranges.
She was involved in numerous high profile projects
including curating The Peace Show with Tony Jones.
The show was part of the Spring Peace Festival in
1986 at AGWA’s Old Courthouse Gallery.27 In 1989,
O’Brien’s work was one of fifteen included in Summer
Visions: a Festival of Perth exhibition of selected
innovative contemporary Western Australian women
artists, opened by Joan Campbell MBE. O’Brien was
one of four prominent WA artists selected to create
works for the main entrance foyers and façade of
Perth’s new Commonwealth Law Courts building. Her
“extremely effective tapestries of the Swan River” were
well received.28 In more recent years, Philippa O’Brien
has continued making a significant contribution to the
arts in WA through her publications; making art for
public spaces; and as a member of the design team at
Ellenbrook in the Swan Valley.

Madeleine Clear
Madeleine Clear (b.1945) studied with Philippa
O’Brien in the 1960s. Clear was born in the United
States and lived in England, Holland, the Bahamas
and Singapore before coming to WA and settling in
Mundaring in 1956. She always knew she wanted to
be an artist and pursued formal studies in Fine Art and
Graphic Design at Perth Technical College from 19631966. Art school teaching in Perth had remained
conservative, following the Slade School approach
established by JWR Linton. A dynamic shift in
teaching occurred with the arrival of George Haynes,
who brought ideas and energy from Chelsea, London.
Haynes ran an additional evening painting unit for
art teachers. Many art students, including Madeleine
Clear also attended eager to spend as much time
as possible in the studio. Philippa O’Brien and Hans
Arkeveld attended these same classes, becoming
good friends. Clear recalls Haynes’ emphasis on colour
and drawing and his enthusiastic encouragement of
students during classes. “Yeah… Great stuff!” 29
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After graduating, Clear spent time in the Kimberley
working for the first time with indigenous
communities. In 1968, informed by her experience
in remote Australia, she took a chance moving to
Bathurst Island north of Darwin, Northern Territory.
Here, Clear introduced and taught woodblock and
screen-printing to the indigenous Tiwi community
who were traditionally woodcarvers, starting the
now established and commercially successful ‘Tiwi
Designs’.
Towards the end of 1968, in the well-established
collaborative tradition of the Hills, Clear visited
Helen Grey-Smith in Darlington for advice about
screen-printing. As the primitive conditions, limited
materials and extreme environment of Bathurst
Island proved challenging, she experimented with
photographic stencils, finding cheesecloth screens
painted with an acrylic solution most successful. The
early woodcuts were carved from Masonite or wood

blocks that could be sourced locally. Bede Tungutalum
was a star pupil, producing bold graphic prints on
paper and fabric based on traditional designs. Bede
has received international recognition for his prints
and in 2000 won the Fremantle Print Award. Tony
Russell purchased Tiwi prints via Madeleine Clear for
Curtin University’s Art Collection.31
Upon her return to Perth in 1975, Clear and her
young family built a house on land adjacent to the
family home in Mundaring. She worked as an art
lecturer at Midland and Forrestfield TAFE until 1991.
In 1993, her work was included in an exhibition of 10
noted WA female artists at Greenhill Galleries in King
Street, Perth, in the company of Helen Grey-Smith.32
From 1981 to 2013 Clear has refined her meticulous
technique juxtaposing small marks in contrasting
colours, exhibiting at Greenhill Galleries in Perth
and Adelaide, and Holdsworth
Galleries and North Shore Fine
Art in Sydney.
Madeleine Clear also played
an instrumental role as a
local artist and resident in the
founding of the Mundaring Arts
Centre. Inspired by Philippa
O’Brien’s vision for a ‘regional
gallery’ in the Hills, she joined
with Jenny Mills, Roy Weston,
Nigel Hewitt and Ron Whitelaw
in exhibiting and fundraising
prior to the opening of the
Centre. From 1990 to 2003
Madeleine Clear served on
the Board of Management of
the Mundaring Arts Centre,
continuing her dedication
to the arts as a passionate
advocate for local artists and
the building of an important
art collection for the Shire of
Mundaring.
Women of the Hills: Influential artists from the 1930s
to 1980s displays a selection of work by each of
these women, bringing to focus their passion and
unwavering lifelong commitment to visual arts
practice and highlighting their valuable contributions.
There certainly was a presence. These influential
women artists have significantly contributed to the
current vibrancy and health of the arts community of
the Hills.
Emma Mahanay Bitmead
Curator

